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Mechanical boundaries that define and regulate biological processes, such as cell-cell junctions and dense

extracellular matrix networks, exist throughout the physiological landscape. During metastasis, cancer cells

are able to invade across these barriers and spread to distant tissues. While transgressing boundaries is a

necessary step for distal colonies to form, little is known about interface effects on cell behavior during

invasion. Here we introduce a device and metric to assess cell transition effects across mechanical barriers.

Using MDA-MB-231 cells, a highly metastatic breast adenocarcinoma cell line, our results demonstrate that

dimensional modulation in confined spaces with mechanical barriers smaller than the cell nucleus can

induce distinct invasion phases and elongated morphological states. Further investigations on the impact

of microtubule stabilization and drug resistance reveal that taxol-treated cells have reduced ability in

invading across tight spaces and lose their super-diffusive migratory state and taxol-resistant cells exhibit

asymmetric cell division at barrier interfaces. These results illustrate that subnucleus-scaled confinement

modulation can play a distinctive role in inducing behavioral responses in invading cells and can help

reveal the mechanical elements of non-proteolytic invasion.

Introduction

Metastasis is the process by which cancer invades and spreads
to different parts of the body. It is a difficult phenomenon to
study because of its expansive spatiotemporal scales–it can
involve a single cell’s journey over meters and years.1–3 While
new technologies in genomics and proteomics, computational
models, and advanced microscopy have facilitated our under-
standing of the many altered molecular pathways and
mutations that occur in cancer,4 very little is understood
about the mechanical properties that are characteristic of
cancer, particularly at the single-cell level. Single-cell
mechanics is important because metastasis is intrinsically a
mechanical transport phenomenon in which individual cells
must break from the primary tumor, squeeze and invade
through small pores of the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the
tumor stroma, intra- and extravasate across endothelial
junctions, and circulate and traffic in the vasculature.1,2,5

Additionally, cell mechanics is rich with many characteristic
properties such as traction stress,6,7 morphological responsiv-
ity to force, and material properties. All of these features may
potentially impact the capabilities and behavior of cancer cells

during invasion.8–11 Moreover, the connections between many
important phenomenological events associated with cancer–
such as morphological phenotypes, cell division asymmetry,
and drug resistance- and the mechanical features of the
microenvironment-e.g. geometry, dimensionality, and confine-
ment on a subnucleus length scale–are not well understood.
The subnucleus length scale is of particular interest because
the nucleus is one of the stiffest and largest organelles in the
cell.12 Therefore, intuitively, across the most confined spaces,
the nucleus is likely to limit invasion rates and be forced to
undergo deformations and potential conformational changes,
which could have implications in mechanotransduction and
altered cell phenotypes.12–14

Current experimental systems for understanding cell-level
mechanical phenomena can be categorized into two general
types: passive and active systems from the frame of reference
of the cell. In a passive system, the experimentalist is
manipulating cells and obtaining measurements, such as
material properties of the cytoskeleton and nucleus, often in
real-time. Cells are passively being probed and cell signaling is
generally not studied in detail. In an active system, cells are
seeded in an engineered environment and allowed to interact
(actively and holistically) with their surroundings. Timelapse
video microscopy is used to record the interactions for later
processing.

Examples of passive systems for cell mechanics studies
include microfluidic inertial focusing, optical force deforma-
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tion, microrheology, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and
micropipette aspiration.10,11,15–17 The advantage of these
systems is that they can be very precise, as in piezo-electric
positioning in AFM measurements, with many parameters that
are highly tunable (such as flow rate, optical power, electric
and magnetic field modulation, and micropipette suction
force). Measurements can also be fast on a per cell basis;
upwards of thousands of cells can be sampled per second.11

The drawback is that these systems measure passive and/or
bulk biological characteristics, such as cell deformability and
viscoelasticity. While these properties are useful and can be
correlated with important phenomena such as disease state,
stem cell differentiation, and possibly metastatic poten-
tial,10,11 they are usually a reductionist description of
biological systems that are infinitely more complex. As such,
phenomena attributable to dynamic behavior and functional
abilities associated with the integrated system of a cell (which
is a complex coordination of signaling events from a multitude
of biomolecules and pathways) typically cannot be assessed.

The advantage of active systems is that they interrogate
system-level biological processes and cell responses. The
results are then more translatable and tangible toward cell
behavior and capabilities in dynamic physiological events,
which may help identify targetable elements for therapeu-
tics.18–20 Current state-of-the-art active systems include 3D cell-
in-gel models, 2D micropatterning techniques, and micro-
fluidic devices for cell migration.16,21–24 In these systems,
aspects of cell motility and mechanics can be studied, such as
the cell’s ability to remodel and navigate through extracellular
matrix (ECM) fibers, the migration behavior and morphology
on a predefined substrate pattern, and motility characteristics
in highly confined spaces. One main drawback is that thus far
such active systems generally are not well equipped with
features and metrics to facilitate the study of complex cell
behavior. Dynamic single-cell events and characteristics are
important towards our understanding of cancer progression,
particularly in light of current themes of interest including
heterogeneity, plasticity, and drug-resistance.25–28 Existing
methods tend to measure lower-order properties such as cell
displacements and velocities. If we consider the complex
displacement function of a typical cell, those properties are
simply the 0th and 1st order terms of its Taylor expansion.
Fundamentally, there is no reason why we should be reduced
to those terms. Practically, however, there are limitations. 3D
gels are viscoelastic and heterogeneous on the scale of the
cell,2,26,29 so environmental dispersion is likely to reduce
measurable elements to lower order properties–such as
displacements and velocities. Microfluidic motility assays with
no localized stimulatory features enable only the measurement
of spontaneous cell behavior, so any transition dynamics
would be difficult to quantify. Even techniques like traction
force microscopy that measure more complex mechanical
phenomena are often acquired at fixed points in time. Only
recently have experimental studies started alluding to mechan-
ical cell transition dynamics, investigating active shape

changes of cell nuclei in hydrogels and induced patterns of
velocity change in microchannels.14,30

Here, we develop an active microfluidic system with
complex, well-defined features to study the dynamics and
mechanical properties of actively invading cells. As shown in
Fig. 1, we incorporate patterns and repetitions along a
dimensionally-confined microfluidic channel. Specifically,
the dimensions are modulated and confinement features
smaller than the cell nucleus are incorporated, which
stimulate cell transition dynamics both in motility and
morphology. Such highly confined geometries mimic the
dimensionality of the smallest physiological spaces relevant
in metastasis, for example small pores in the dense ECM of the
tumor stroma, endothelial junctions during intravasation, and
traffic-inducing microvessels.2,19,31,32 Additionally, the peri-
odic barrier design imposes multiple interfaces per cell, which
is a first step in better quantifying the effects of more complex
physiological boundaries that mimic the spatial heterogene-
ities found in the tumor stroma. The periodic barriers along a
single channel also enable the sampling of individual cells
multiple times. The goal of our study is to develop a device
designed to test the effects of subnucleus-scaled spatial
confinement modulation on the dynamics of cell invasion
and the specific roles of cell mechanical plasticity and cell-to-
cell heterogeneity in tumor progression. Currently there does

Fig. 1 Device design. Microfluidic channels connect two port reservoir regions.
Cells are seeded into the reservoir and allowed to invade into the channels. In
the actual device, the two ports are connected to the same larger reservoir in
order to allow for pressure equilibration and a larger volume of media to be
supplied. Expanded view: the m_ u_lti-staged s_erial i_nvasion c_hannels (M.U.S.I.C.)
device consists of repeating patterns of a larger channel (LC) with width (15 mm)
on the scale of the cell connected to a smaller channel (the subnucleus barrier)
with width (3.3 mm) smaller than the typical cell nucleus. There are two designs
for the subnucleus barrier (SNB)–one is shorter than a typical cell (SNB10) and
one is longer (SNB60), with lengths 10 mm and 60 mm, respectively. Transition
dynamics occur when cells squeeze across the subnucleus barriers.
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not exist a standardized technique that can probe into the
connections between these important parameters in cancer
metastasis, particularly on a single high-throughput platform.

In what follows, we quantify higher order mechanical
dynamics, interface induced morphological effects, and the
impacts of microtubule stabilization and drug resistance
during invasion. Our results reveal several key findings–1) cell
transition across spaces smaller than the cell nucleus can be
segmented into multiple distinct phases, 2) multiple func-
tional strategies are employed by the cell during invasion, 3) a
more extended morphological state is induced by the
modulation of confined spaces, 4) microtubule stabilization
impairs cell transition across mechanical barriers and alters
the motile state of the cell, and 5) taxane-resistance is
correlated with geometrically induced asymmetric cell divi-
sion.

Results and discussions

M_ u_lti-staged s_erial i_nvasion microc_hannels (MUSIC) for
investigating cell mechanics and dynamics

To develop an assay that can directionally focus the cell
invasion program for high throughput quantitative analysis,
we designed and fabricated a microfluidic device that induces
serial dimensional modulation on the cell and nucleus scale
(Fig. 1). We refer to this herein as a MUlti-staged Serial
Invasion Channels (MUSIC) device. To perform the assay, first
we induce spontaneous cell migration into confinement
microchannels with cross-sectional area comparable to the
cell size–the y and z dimensions are bound such that the cell is
forced to move primarily along the x-direction. Then we
incorporate a spatially tapering interface that connects the
confinement channel to another even smaller channel
(referred to as the subnucleus barrier (SNB)) with width
smaller than the cell nucleus, which is one of the largest and
stiffest organelles in the cell.14 Fig. S1, ESI3 shows fluores-
cently stained nuclei at different sections of the device,
revealing nuclei morphology and deformation. This device

design in essence directs and reduces the 3-D invasion
program into a 2-component process–1) the cell migrates in
the x-direction while 2) necessarily altering its y-dimensions.
Because the migration vector points in one direction (x) and
the primary induced region of change is in the orthogonal
direction (y), high throughput quantitative analysis can now be
accomplished in 1-D, thus increasing the feasibility of
experiments and enabling predetermined axes of interest.
Furthermore, repeating patterns of the subnucleus barrier are
placed along the length of the microchannel, enabling serial
effects and multiple sampling of individual cells, therefore
providing a way to elucidate the plasticity of mechanisms of
invasion for each cell. In our experiments, we consider both 1)
cell invasion in only the larger confinement channel region
(referred to as LCI) and 2) invasion from the larger channel
across the subnucleus barrier (referred to as SNI). Our device
design incorporates two different lengths for the SNB–10 mm
(SNB10) and 60 mm (SNB60), which are shorter and longer than
a typical MDA-MB-231 cell, respectively.

Invasion dynamics across the subnucleus barrier

To understand higher order effects of cell invasion, we first
identified the nonlinearity in the cell displacement function
during SNI. Then we segmented the process into 4 distinct
phases and measured the time constants of each phase. This is
important because SNI is a transition process, so an average
velocity approximation does not reveal the transition
dynamics. In our analysis, four SNI phases are distinguished
by distinct mechanical characteristics as shown in Fig. 2.
Phase 1–the cell migrates in the larger channel (LC) and slows
down as it approaches the subnucleus barrier interface. Phase
2–the body (bulge region) of the cell starts permeating into the
subnucleus barrier. Phase 3–the cell stops monotonic forward
motion and either pauses or moves back and forth. Phase 4–
the body of the cell exits the subnucleus barrier in a
monotonic forward motion. We quantified the invasion time
constants for the MDA-MB-231 cell line that models highly
invasive breast cancer cells, and we parameterized the
subnucleus barrier length (Fig. 2b, Video S1, ESI3). By
dissecting the measurements into phases, we are able to

Fig. 2 Cell invasion phases. a) The dynamics of a cell invading across subnucleus barriers can be segmented into 4 phases, as shown in the timelapse image stack (17
min/frame). The cell slows down as it reaches the barrier (phase 1), the cell body starts permeating into the barrier (phase 2), the cell pauses or otherwise stops
monotonic forward motion (phase 3), and the cell resumes monotonic forward motion and exits the barrier (phase 4). b) The average time constants for these phases
are measured for invasions across the subnucleus barriers SNB10 (n = 62) and SNB60 (n = 20), where n is the number of invasion events observed. The width of the
larger channel is 15 mm.
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describe the steps and timeframe for a cell to organize into a
conformation that is conducive for subnucleus barrier inva-
sion. Phase 3 is of particular interest in this study because it is
a phase that is neglected in conventional assays that score cells
based on net cell velocities or average directional persistence.
It appears to be a transient reorganization phase, which we
will discuss in more detail below.

Multiple mechanical strategies are employed during invasion

The probability data in Fig. 3a shows that not all of the
invasion phases are exhibited by all cells, and the barrier
length can modulate the expression of these mechanical
phases. Specifically, the longer subnucleus barrier SNB60 has
a higher probability of inducing invasion phase 3, whereas
many cells do not exhibit this phase in the shorter barrier
SNB10. We take a closer look into the mechanistic steps in cell
invasion across a confined area and consider the functional
role of the dynamic mechanical processes that take place.
Here, we qualitatively describe some of the strategies used by

the cell in order to modulate its width and squeeze through
the subnucleus barrier. Fig. 3b–d demonstrates several
scenarios in which the cells squeeze across the barrier. In
Fig. 3b, the cell simply contracts and the nucleus of the cell is
deformed enough via the contractile force for the cell to move
across the constriction. In Fig. 3c–d, the cell undergoes phase
3 as described previously. Fig. 3c shows a cell stuck at the
barrier due to a stiff intracellular aggregate. A back extension
is protruded which tensionally elongates the cell body and
reduces the width of the aggregate, thus facilitating intracel-
lular trans-barrier transport. In Fig. 3d, the cell moves
backwards and forward, during which there are cytoplasmic
rotational dynamics. The cell body permeates into the
confined region in a rolling motion, which potentially enables
the sampling of different energy landscapes and deformable
configurations and may reduce the energy required to deform
the cell nucleus. Therefore, through dimensional modulation
at the length scale of the cell nucleus, we have more clearly
identified some of the mechanical and functional phenomena

Fig. 3 Functional strategies during mechanical invasion. a) The probability of phase 3 existing for the two different subnucleus barriers SNB10 and SNB60. SNB60
induces a higher probability of phase 3 existing (70%, n = 20) than SNB10 (19.4%, n = 62). Error bars represent standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) from Bernoulli
statistics and *** indicates p , 0.001 (Chi-squared test). b) A timelapse image stack (17 min/frame) showing a cell invading across SNB10 with no phase 3 observed.
The contractile force of the cell is enough to deform the cell nucleus across the barrier in a monotonic forward motion. c) As this cell invades from top to bottom
across SNB60, a stiff aggregate at the rear of the cell is stuck at the barrier interface. A back extension is protruded, which tensionally reduces the width of the
aggregate and facilitates intracellular trans-barrier transport. 34 min elapsed between subsequent frames. d) As this cell is invading from the LC into SNB60, cell body
rotations, with visualization facilitated by endocytosed particles, can be seen in the timelapse image stack during the invasion process. These rotational dynamics may
help position the cell more favorably and/or sample more energetically favorable conformations as the cell is invading across the subnucleus barrier. 34 min elapsed
between subsequent frames. The width of the larger channel is 15 mm.
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that are active during the invasion process. Recent studies
have demonstrated that lamin b1 and dynein help regulate
rotations of and force transduction onto the cell nucleus,33,34

so further investigations would be interesting to investigate
their contributions to the invasion program.

Microtubule stabilization decreases cell invasiveness, but not
simply by reducing cell speed

Microtubule dynamics are important in many aspects of cell
mechanics, including cell division and polarization.35–38

Previous studies have demonstrated that microtubule stabili-
zation reduces asymmetric distribution of cell motor proteins
and reduces asymmetry in microtubule instability in the cell.38

These properties are necessary for leading and trailing edges
of the cell to form, which in turn lead to polarized cell
migration. Here, we consider the invasion dynamics of the cell
as a result of microtubule stabilization. We compare MDA-MB-
231 cells that are either untreated or treated with 16 mM taxol,
which stabilizes microtubule dynamics39 (Video S2, ESI3). We
show that taxol-treated cells spend a significantly longer time
at the interface of the subnucleus barrier, as shown in Fig. 4a.
For instance, for a 10 mm long subnucleus barrier, cells
typically take less than 1 h for permeation. Taxol-treated cells,
however, spend t . 20 h at the interface. Many cells actually
spend more than the duration of our timelapse experiments
before permeation, so the times specified for taxol-treated cells
represent a lower-bound of the actual SNI time.

To explain these results from a mechanical standpoint, we
consider migration dynamics of the cells in the larger channel
region LC (before reaching the subnucleus barrier interface).
In this region, the average cell speed differs by only a factor of
y2 between treated and untreated cells (Fig. 4a (inset)). We
consider this to be low compared to the factor of .20 in total
SNI time over a barrier that is only 10 mm long. To investigate
the possible reasons for this phenomenon, we analyze the
second moment of the cell displacement function (i.e. the
mean-squared displacement (MSD)). As shown in Fig. 4b, the
MSD vs. time interval relation can be fitted well to a power-law
model. For untreated cells MSD 3 t1.67, whereas for micro-
tubule-stabilized cells MSD 3 t1, where t is the time interval.
To help understand the consequence of these results, consider
the two limiting cases. If a particle moves at a constant velocity
v, MSD = v2t2, and if a particle is undergoing 1-D Brownian
motion (pure random walk), MSD = 2Dt, where D is the
diffusion coefficient. The power-law dependence on time will
manifest on the log-log MSD vs. t curve as the slope. Our
results demonstrate that untreated cells are super-diffusive, as
consistent with previous 2D studies,40 but microtubule
stabilized cells exhibit a purely random motion behavior,
indicating that microtubule dynamics contribute to adding a
‘‘memory effect’’ to cell motility.

Since microtubules play an important role in cell polariza-
tion, motility, and division, in addition to being a well-targeted
molecule in anticancer treatments,37 it is particularly interest-
ing to understand their role during mechanical invasion.
Microtubule stabilization drastically reduces the ability of
MDA-MB-231 cells to invade across subnucleus barriers, and
one potential cause is that the cells’ natural super-diffusive
nature is abolished, reducing them to Brownian movers.

Previous studies have shown that signaling through the Rho
family of GTPases help stabilize microtubules at the leading
edge of cells and can determine migration persistence,
phenomenologically distinct from phosphoinositide 3-kinase

Fig. 4 Effects of Microtubule Stabilization. a) Taxol-treated (16 mM) MDA-MB-
231 cells take much longer to permeate across the subnucleus barriers than
untreated MDA-MB-231 cells. The total invasion times are 0.86 h (n = 62
invasion events), 3.33 h (n = 20 invasion events), 22 h (n = 42 invasion events),
22 h (n = 31 invasion events), for untreated cells across SNB10, untreated cells
across SNB60, taxol-treated cells across SNB10, and taxol-treated cells across
SNB60, respectively. Many of the taxol-treated cells have yet to permeate
through the subnucleus barrier by the end of the experiments, so the data
represents a lower-bound measurement. Cells that have not permeated by the
end of the experiments were only accounted for if they have spent at least 4 h
at the barrier. This way we have disregarded arbitrarily short lower-bound
measurements for data that was truncated too early (less than 4 h). Inset: the
average speed of untreated (0.93 mm min21, n = 12) and 16 mM taxol-treated
(0.53 mm min21, n = 10) MDA-MB-231 cells in the larger channel LC during a 3.4
min time interval. Error bars are s.e.m. b) Log-log plot of the average normalized
mean-squared displacements (MSD) vs. time for untreated (black circles, n = 12
cells) and taxol-treated cells (red squares, n = 10 cells) in the larger channel LC.
Normalization is with respect to the first data point (3.4 min time interval) of
each cell. Error bars are s.e.m. A non-linear least squares fit to a power-law
model shows a dependence of t1.667 (R2: 0.996, 95% confidence [1.66, 1.673])
and t1.014 (R2: 0.9829, 95% confidence [1.006, 1.022]) for untreated and taxol-
treated MDA-MB-231 cells, respectively. For Brownian motion, MSD 3 t.
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(PI3K) signaling in chemotaxis.41,42 Concentrations of the
GTPase Rac1 are modulated through the dimensionality of the
microenvironment (1D lines, 2D flat surfaces, and 3D
matrices), and a naturally occurring reduction in Rac1
expression in 1D and 3D as compared to 2D environments
leads to fewer peripheral protrusions which results in more
persistent migratory behavior.42 Rho-GTPase signaling may
therefore explain the persistent migration in these confined
microchannels, and by diminishing this persistence through
uniform rather than localized microtubule stabilization, the
cell invasion ability across subnucleus barriers is also
impaired. This suggests that microtubule stabilization may
prevent cells from permeating across tight spaces, which when
used together with matrix metalloproteinases (MMP)-inhibi-
tors to prevent proteolytic invasion, may produce a synergistic
effect in suppressing invasion across tight physiological spaces
(some of which are degradable by MMPs). A previous study
used protease inhibitors together with Y27632 (which inhibits
Rho-associated protein kinase ROCK) and demonstrated
synergistic effects in preventing cell invasion.18 One difference
here is that microtubule targeting drugs are approved and
readily available in cancer treatments. These drugs have been
applied traditionally for their anti-mitosis and apoptosis
effects in addition to potential anti-metastasis properties.37,43

However, it is unclear how they affect single-cell invasion. Our
results suggest that for viable cells after treatment, anti-
invasion effects from taxol may manifest in the impediment of
polarization-dependent permeation across subnucleus bar-
riers (rather than on simply altering cell speed). These details
can potentially help in the design of new combination
chemotherapeutics.

Dimensional modulation induces differential cell extension
lengths

With the MUSIC device, we demonstrate that dimensional
modulation on the scale of the cell and cell nucleus and
interface effects from subnucleus barriers can induce mor-
phological changes in invading cells. As demonstrated in Fig. 5
and Video S3, ESI,3 when a cell interacts with a region smaller
than the cell nucleus, significantly longer extensions are
protruded. These extensions can be hundreds of micrometers
long. Interestingly, K20T cells, the taxol resistant derivative of
MDA-MB-231 cells, are longer even without interface effects.
Furthermore, the cell length distribution data shown in Fig. 5b
demonstrates the diversity of morphological states exhibited
during the invasion process.

These results suggest that mechanical barriers can cause
cells to have a larger, more extended region of influence,
which may facilitate nutrient-finding and homing towards the
vasculature in conjunction with other mechanisms such as
chemotaxis.44 Certain cell morphologies have been linked to
more potent cancer phenotypes. Compressive forces in 2D
experiments for instance lead to a ‘‘leader cell’’ phenotype that
is elongated and spindle-shaped and leads neighboring cells
in the invasion process.9 Substrate stiffness and tensional
forces can induce larger cell areas and activate integrin
mediated signaling pathways that lead to more malignant
phenotypes.8 The sidewalls of the subnucleus barriers in the
MUSIC device essentially impose compression in the form of

normal forces onto the cell and its nucleus during invasion,
and the induced cell elongation process likely causes higher
tension along the cell. Subnucleus barrier confinements
therefore may contribute towards driving metastatic pheno-
types.

Taxol resistant cells are more susceptible to asymmetric cell
division during invasion

K20T cells are taxol-resistant MDA-MB-231 cells selected as
described in.45 As shown in Fig. 6 and Video S4, ESI,3 K20T
cells that divide while moving from left to right into the
subnucleus barrier interface exhibit geometric asymmetry in
its axis of division, with the daughter cell closer to the
confinement region being 50% larger. This phenomenon is

Fig. 5 Cell extension lengths. a) The average cell extension length measured at a
random point in time for MDA-MB-231 cells in the larger channel LC (53 mm, n =
42 cells), while interacting with SNB10 (85 mm, n = 50 cells), while interacting
with SNB60 (95 mm, n = 45 cells), and K20T cells in the LC (109 mm, n = 35 cells).
Extension lengths are measured from the center of the cell body to the end of
the longest extension. The subnucleus barrier induces longer cell extensions and
K20T cells also have longer cell extensions. ** represents p , 0.01 and ***
represents p , 0.001 from ANOVA statistics. b) Histograms and typical cell
morphologies at each scenario. The width of the larger channel is 15 mm.
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not as pronounced in control MDA-MB-231 cells or in K20T
cells that divide in the symmetric straight region of the device.
Calculations of area ratios are determined by the following
methodology: in symmetric large channel regions, the area
ratio AR = Asmaller cell/Alarger cell; in the interface region, only
cells moving from left to right into the interface are
considered, and the area ratio is determined by AR =
Aleft cell/Aright cell. Asymmetric cell division has been linked to
aneuploidy and genomic instability, which can potentially lead
to accelerated and gain of function mutations.46–48 Our results
here could imply that the resistant cell line is intrinsically
more ready to mutate and that geometric effects during
invasion can have an impact on cell division, mutations, and
directed evolution. Further investigations into cell ploidy and
phenotypic differences between cells that have divided
asymmetrically will be necessary to investigate the connections
between drug and taxane-resistance and tumor cell evolution
during invasion. Previous efforts in 2D protein micropattern-
ing techniques have demonstrated that the axis of cell division
and mitotic spindle positioning can be regulated by geometric
constraints.49,50 However, connections between cell behavior
(migration and division) in 2D geometric patterns and cancer
progression and evolution due to invasion, inherently a 3D
process, are unclear. Confinement in 3D mechanically
simulates tight physiological spaces relevant during invasion,
and physiological cell division also usually occurs in 3D, so a
transition from 2D engineered patterns to 3D engineered
patterns can reveal insights of dimensionality on cell division
mechanics. Additionally, the probability of a cell dividing at
any given region of fixed length should be higher if there is a
mechanical barrier there because the cell spends more time in

that region due to the transition dynamics described earlier.
Therefore, understanding cell division effects caused by
different mechanical barriers during invasion may provide
insights towards potential driving elements of cell evolution.
This is particularly interesting for cancer cells since they are
notorious for their ability to acquire new abilities4 and they
typically do not exhibit contact inhibition,51,52 so their cell
cycle is likely not influenced by external elements such as
mechanical confinement. We note here that the throughput of
these experiments in this design of the MUSIC device is lower
in comparison to the invasion studies since only a fraction of
the invading cells will divide at the SNB interface. A next
generation device design incorporating more frequent SNBs
can increase experimental throughput by increasing the
probability that a cell is positioned in a geometrically
asymmetric location during division.

Conclusion

There are many instances when cells exhibit modulation from
their environment. Sometimes the external stimulation exists
as chemical cues as in chemotaxis, and sometimes it is
presented as mechanical cues, such as during contact
inhibition or durotaxis.44,52–54 Often times the signal is both
physical and chemical, as in cell-cell or cell-ECM interac-
tions.8,54–56 Here we presented a different form of mechanical
modulation–modulation in the confinement dimensions of
invading cells. This is of particular interest towards cancer
progression and metastasis because tumor growth can lead to
increased confinement sensed by the cells and cell invasion
can involve permeation across tight spaces, from tumor
stroma to basement membranes to endothelial junctions.1,2,9

We have created a platform–serial dimensional modulation at
the subnucleus length scale–and device (MUSIC) that enable
new phenomenological events associated with mechanical cell
invasion and boundary effects to be elucidated and quantified.
We focused on higher order invasion dynamics, morphologies,
division, and pharmacologic effects and thus have demon-
strated the details and wide range of biological phenomena on
the single-cell scale that can be interrogated with our
approach. Our analysis revealed some important character-
istics, such as elongated morphologies, cell division asymme-
try, and super-diffusivity, that suggest potential mechanical
elements during invasion that can drive cancer metastasis and
progression. Our previous work30 has also shown that more
subtle geometric effects such as barrier angles could impact
invasion behavior and that cancer cells of different metastatic
grades exhibit differential invasion capacities across mechan-
ical barriers. Further studies using the MUSIC device for
different cancer cell lines with different external chemotactic
inputs can help elicit and establish characteristic behavioral
signatures of mechanical invasion and identify modulation
effects from chemokines. Therefore, our platform has poten-
tial applications in uncovering subtle properties of cell
invasion, drug screening, and discovering mechanical biomar-
kers. The portable and versatile lab-on-a-chip form-factor of

Fig. 6 Cell division asymmetry. MDA-MB-231 cells tend to divide symmetrically
both in the larger channel LC and at the barrier interface. K20T cells, however,
tend to divide asymmetrically at the subnucleus barrier interface. The daughter
cell closer to the barrier is larger. AR = area ratio between daughter cells. In the
symmetric larger channel LC, AR = smaller cell/larger cell. At the interface, AR =
left cell/right cell, and only cells dividing while invading from left to right into
the SNB are taken into account. The area ratios measured are (mean = 0.91,
median = 0.92, n = 19) for MDA-MB-231 in LC, (mean = 0.97, median = 0.96, n =
17) for MDA-MB-231 at SNB interface, (mean = 0.85, median = 0.94, n = 17) for
K20T in LC, and (mean = 0.67, median = 0.63, n = 7) for K20T at SNB interface.
*** indicates p , 0.001 from ANOVA statistics. Error bars are s.e.m. The width of
the larger channel is 15 mm.
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and the label free properties measureable by our technique
also facilitate implementation in clinical and commercial
settings.

Methods

Cell culture and reagents

MDA-MB-231 cells were obtained from the NCI PS-OC and the
ATCC. They were cultured in Leibovitz L-15 media (Life
Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(Atlanta Biologicals) and 1% Penicillin-Streptavidin (Life
Technologies). K20T cells were obtained from the
Giannakakou lab at Weill Cornell Medical College. They are
a taxol-resistant derivative of MDA-MB-231 cells.45 They were
cultured in L-15 media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum, 1% Penicillin-Streptavidin, and 15 nm paclitaxel (taxol)
(Cytoskeleton, Inc). All cells were incubated at 37 uC without
supplemented CO2.

Device fabrication

Device masters were fabricated at the Cornell Nanofabrication
Facility (CNF). Standard stepper photolithography was used on
SU8 resist on a silicon substrate followed by PDMS-soft
lithography, similarly described in.30 Briefly, SU8 was spun
onto a Si wafer, exposed to UV with a stepper under a
patterned photomask, and developed to create patterned
master substrates. PDMS was then molded over the master
and crosslinked to create microchannels. The channels were
bonded to glass slides to create microfluidic devices.

Experiments and analysis

Cells were loaded into the inlet reservoir regions at the ends of
the microchannels and allowed to spontaneously migrate into
the three-dimensionally confined channels. Devices with cells
were incubated as in regular cell culture as described above.
Timelapse experiments were performed once the cells were in
the channels. For each experiment, devices were placed on top
of a heating plate maintained at 37 uC. Typical durations for
timelapse experiments were around 1–2 days at a temporal
resolution of 3.4 min. Cell tracking and measurements were
performed by manual tracing via ImageJ. Data processing and
analysis were performed via custom programs on MATLAB.
The height of the microchannels used for all experiments with
quantitative analysis was 10 mm. 5 mm high channels were
used in Fig. 2a and 3 only for demonstrative purposes and
qualitative presentation. The reason was that mechanical
features were very clear for 5 mm high channels, but the
experimental throughput was low because many cells did not
permeate subnucleus barriers that were 5 mm high. For
statistical analysis, the Chi-squared test was used for prob-
ability measurements, and ANOVA statistics were used for all
other measurements, unless otherwise specified. Error bars
are standard error of the mean (s.e.m.). Standard DAPI
staining was used for fluorescence imaging in Fig. S1, ESI.3
For cell viability in these devices, we found in a typical
timelapse experiment of y23 h that less than 10% (5 out of 54)

of the cells died while occupying the experimental field of
view.
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